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Preface

At the 1980 annual meeting of the Eddcation Commission of-the States, a

resolution was adapted directing staff "to evaluate current and possible.acti-

vities of the Commission concerning the educational needs of cultural minori-

ties, including but not limited to Hispanics, and to report to the steering

committee at its fall 1980 meeting."

To some extent, the ability' of the staff to evaluate current activites of

the Commission was dependent on developing an understanding of.what kinds of

education needs are of greatest concern to cultural minorities at this time

.(summer/fall of 1980). That, in turn, led to the need to group cultural minori-

ties into specific categories and to identify the education needs of each grOup

as well as to determine which needs were common to more-than one group.

The staff, therefore, commissioned six papers to be written on the edu-

cation needs of the following groups: (1) Blacks; (2) Mexican Americans; (3)

Cubans; (4) Puerto Ricans; (5) Indians and Native Alaskans; and (6) Asians and

Pacific Islanders. The papers were written by.individuals who are'noted

authorities and they were reviewed by individuals who alto are recognized as

experts on minority concerns. Because of the very short period of time between

the annual meeting and the fall steering committee meeting, authors and reviewers,

were not asked to provide exhaustive, documented reports, but to provide their

own perspectives and understanding of the current needs that exist.

A complete list of titles, authors and reviewers follows. The papers will

%
be made available by the Commission, as long as limited supplies last, along with



a "summary report" prepared by the staff: The summary report.touches briefly

on some of the major concerns raised in the papers and concludes with an over.

view of ECS activities that appear to be most relevant. The report was pre
.

pared for the review of Commissioners to facilitate their discussion at the

1980 fall steering committee meeting of possible future directions that ECS

might pursue in the years to come.

Working Papers

on the Needs of

Cultural Minorities

1. The Educational Needs of Black Children, by Andrew Billingsly, President,
Morgan State University, Baltimore, Maryland.

Reviewer: Robert B. Hill, Director oSgesearch, National Urban League,
Washington, D.C.

2. The State of Indian Education, by Lee_Antell, Director, Indian Education
Project, Education Commission of the States.

Reviewer: David L. Beaulieu; Academic Vice President, Sinte Gleska College,
Rosebud, South Dakota.

3. Puerto Ricans and the Public Schools: A Critical Commentary, by Tony
Baez, Program Coordinator, Midwest National Origin Desegregation Assistance
Center, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

Reviewer: Maria B. Cerda, Member of the Board, the Latino Institute, Chicago,
Illinois.

4. A Report on the Cuban Students in the Dade County Public Schools, Miami
Florida, by Rosa Guas Inclan, Supervisor of Bilingual Education, Dade County
Public Schools, Miami, Florida.

Reviewer: Gil Cuevas, Program Specialist, Miami Desegregation Assistance
Center for National Origin (Bilingual Education), University of Miami, Miami,
Florida.



5. A Legacy of Four Cultures: Education and the Mexican Americans, by
Vicente Z. Serrana,.Director, Interstate Migrant Education Project,
Education Commission of the States.

Reviewer: Alfredo G. de los Santos, Jr., ECS Commissioner, Vice Chancellor
for Educational Development, Maricopa Community College, Phoenix, Arizona.

6." Asian and Pacific Americans: An Educational Challenge, by Siri Vongthieres,
Senior Consultant, Lau Project, Colorado Departmept of Education; and
Lawrence A. Egan, Senior Consultant, Bilingual Education Unit, Colorado
Department of Education, Denver, Colorado.

Reviewer: Masako H. Ledwara, ECS Commissioner, Chairrerson, Hawaii Edu-
cation Counsil, Honolulu, Hawaii.

7. Summary Report, staff document prepared for the fall 1980 meeting of the
steering committee of the Education Commission of the States.

iii



Executive Summary 4

In their paper, Vongthieres and Egan address the education needs of both

the Asian students who are native-born Americans and those who have arrived
0

since the end of the Vietnam war (post-1975). There are a number of basic

problems that affect Asian students, and the differences between the two groups

appear to be more a matter of degree than of substance. The problems are

interrelated.,

Cultural expectations for Asian students lead to internal conflicts for

the student served by American institutions. They also tend to lead to con-

flicts within the Oily -- particularly for the newly arriving refugee stu-

dents. These same cultural factors have also led to stereotyping that equates

the Asian student-with an inarticulate, skilled technical/professional wcrker,

barring him or her from management positions and many forms of individual ex-

pression.

These stereotypes have in turn led to education practices that emphasize,

for Asian students, the development of reading, writing and computation skills
:11

at the expense of verbal skills and skills in personal interaction. This ap-

° -

proach has contributed to the problems of Asian students who are limited-

English-proficient, as many are, since verbal interaction is an essential com-

ponent of the development' of language skill.

A third characteristic of stereotypipg that,the authors note is that it

leads to a tendency on the part of educators to think of Asians as a "model

minority." That tendency, in turn, leads to an unwillingness to study the needs

iv



Asian students -- to the point that-there is almost no statistical or other

information available on Asian students or on their education needs.

In addition to Cultural and linguistic problems, and problems resulting

from stereotyping, many Asian.studenft. are also adversely affected by poverty.

This is particularly true for newly arriving refugee'students from Indochina, v

a group which.is also hampered, educationally, by a very high rate of mobility.

as they attempt to become established in their new homeland. The mobility

factor, plus problems relatied to poor health-and handicapping conditions

(particularly for those from war zones), and the difficulties in determining

what their past education and training may have involved, greatly contribute

ta the difficulty of developing reponsive education programs for refugee

students.

While the authors point to the near impossibility of providing counseling

for Asian students-(since the idea of counseling is not accepted.in Asian

cultures), they do recommend that some forms of cross-cultural counseling be

provided -- for example, orientation packets for newly arriving students.

Their paper implies that a need'exists for American educators to address

stereotyped attitudes toward Asian students as well.

Language needs, however, are the most heavily stressed by the authors,

perhaps because'programs are available to address these needs, (i.e, bilingual

education, English-as-a-Second-Language, immersion programs, tutoring -- in-

eluding "peer tutoring," which the authors highly recommend). The paper con-

cludes with a brief description of programs, costs, structures, evaluation re-

sults and a listing'of federal laws that are relevant to such programs.

Reviewers from Hawaii pointed out that many of the realities of Asians

on the mainland are not true .3ians in Hawaii -- although they are a minority



in both. On the one,hand, there are greater concentrations of Asians in Hawaii

than in the mainland states (although there are many Asians, of.couise, in

California); with 40 percent of all Japanese Americans residents of, Hawaii.

Then too, while English is the language spOken and taught in the schools of

Hawaii, the "majority" population is not Caucasian, but consists of native

Hawa.Lian and Polynesian groups.

In spite of these very major differences, there appear to be some import-
,

ant similarities in terms of meeting the challenge of providing appropriate

learning opportunities for immigrant students: Perhaps one of the most out-

standing contributions of the reviewers is to remind the reader that Hawaii

has been refining programs for limited-English-proficient students --

cl4
ing those who .are'new arrivals -- for a century. They have, for example,

developed peer tutoring (a "buddy system") and orientation programs, as called

for by the paper's authors, along with sequenced curriculum materials in many

Asian languages. Also noteworthy, is the emphasis that has been placed on

parent involnement in Hawaii's bilingual- bicultural program -- an emphasis

that views "parents as partners" in the instructional process and provides

them with training that helps them help their children at home.

In spite of differences tnon; Hawaii may have important information to

share with school officials on the mainland who have only recently, relatively

dpeaking, begun to address the education needs of Asian immigrant students.

4
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Reviewei,Perspectives

The prinicipal reviewer of the paper was Masaka-Ledward, ECS Commissioner

and Chairperson, Hawaii Education Council. *She, in turn, also sought the

critical ,commentary of two other Hawaiian educators: Laverne Moore, Chairper-
4

son, NEA Asian and Pacific Islander CauCua; and (2) Emiko I. Kudo, Deputy

Superintendent, Hawaii State Department of Education. Their comments were

forwarded to the stiff individually; and have been briefly summarized below.

From the perspective of educators from Hawaii, the Paper is not represen-

tative, of their views or concerns in a number of important-respects. Hawaii

is unique in that although American-born Asians do constitute a minority, as

they do on the mainland, they hold important leadership positions in the state

-- particularly in the fields of education and government. The "majority"

population, native Hawaiian and _Polynesian, groups, have achieved considerable

success in entertainment fields but, on the whole, "have not fared as well as

Asian descendents." Finally; Caucasians, also a minority ,in Hawaii; control

the largest business enterprises (the large chain store and restaurant firms,

airlines, and the firms that control large planuitions, department stores and

shipping interests).

Thus the "majority" and the "minority" populations of Hawaii are signifi--
P

,cantly different from those of the mainland. So too is'the composition of in-

coming-immigrant families, who are Chinese and Japanese, as well as other Faci-
a,

fic peoples (Ilokanos, Tongans, Samoans and Filipinos primarily). These peoples,

however, seem to share some of the same ..rustritions as newly-arriving immi-



grants. to the mainrand. Violence, vandillism and racial gang fights have been

reported in cotmunities where large concentrations of immigrants live.

Some interesting comparisons can he pointed to between the information

provided by gawaiian reviewers and the authors of the paper. For example: -

In Hawaii, the seif concept of Asian students is not necessarily. that

of the acquiescent and obedient; particularly for those who are American-

born. Nor are they so likely to be limited in verbal skills, tvrsoilalAinter-

action skills, or English proficiency. Some of Hawaii's most noted Asiani-

anc...v political and education leaders were cited by way of example.

While Buddhism is generally unfamiliar to Americans on the mainland,
ft,

it is not to Americans living in Hawaii.

In Hawaii, not all newly arriving immigrants are reluctant to parti-
_

.a.pate in education decision making "we have immigrants who demand their

civil rights:"

The need for secondary immigrant students to work, to help support the

family, is less pronounced in Hawaii than on the mainland%

Newly arriving immigrants,in Hawaii are not as likely to be mobile as

those who arrive 3n the mainland.

Pacific Islanders also speak languages that are-markedly different

from the English language-with regard to sound, structure and writing system.

Contrary to the position taken by the authors, Hawaii has had some

success with "immerslon"-programs for limited-English-Proficient students (in

Honolulu).

Reviewers also noted that the Hawaii Department of Education has identi-

fied a number of teaching strategies, instructional materials and approaches -

to placement and grading that might be considered by mainland educators in ad-
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dressing the problems identified by the authors.

In fact, reviewers indicated that many of the problems affecting newly

arriving students othe mainland were the same as those experienced by immi-

grant students arriving in-Hawaii. They suggested repeatedly that the term

"Asian" be broadened to 'Asian and Pacific Islander" to remind the reader that

the comments would apply equally well to both groups. Similarly, it was recom-

mended that the term "refugee" be replaced with "immigrant," another reminder

that °the comment pertained to the many new arrivals to Hawaii -nr not just the

recent arrivals to the mainland from /ndochina.

Finally, on a practical note, the reviewers included with their comments

a variety of materials qn programs (with evaluation data) for limited-English-
, #

proficient students. These materials can be obtained from the Commission

(contact Carol Andersen, 303 - 830 - 3846).

1.
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Introduction

There were approximaely 2.5 million Americans of Asian or Pacific Island

heritage in the United States as of the spring of 1978.
1

Population growth

and the influx of refugees and immigrants make the present total approximately

3 million. Chinese, Japanese and Pacific Islanders have been represented in

our population since the mid-1800s.

A widely held misconception about these groups is that they have little

or no problems in education and in terms of making a living. Such a belief is

epitomized by desdripiions of Asians as a "model minority" and, while it is

true that many are well ensconced in the American mainstream, there are also

many who, as a result of race or culture related problems, are barely treading

brater-Many-are- S4ank 4 ng

There is practically little or no nationwide research that has evaluated

a meaningful study regarding the educational problems of Asian/Pacific students.

In trying to prepare this paper, we became aware-of.how inadequate

ourkhowledge is of educational issues concerning Asian/Pacific Island students.

This lack of research and information may explain the widespread stereotype,

or popular myth, that Asians are doing well in education.

To meet the challenge of providing an appropriate, high quality education

to Asians and Pacific Islanders, it is imperative to recognize. the divergent

needs of those who are American by birth and those who are newly arrived refu-

gees or immigrants. This paper will address the-major issues and concerns of

these two groups. It will also suggest possible innovations in educational

1
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practices that will better serve these students and encourage progress toward

the goal of providing equal and quality education for all- Americans. It must,

however, be kept in mind that while we are discussing Asian and Pacific

Americans as if they constitute a homogeneous group, in actuality each group is

completely distinct, having its own language, culture and sense of ethnic

identity. Therefore, all solutions to broadening education programs and ap-

proaches will necessarily have to be modified to meet the specific needs of

each ethnic group.

The American Born Student

1. English Language Proficiency. Although many Asians and Pacific Is-

Landers in the United States have achieved a reasonable degree of English pro-

ficiency, it is primarily expressed in listening, reading and writing skills.

They are commonly less verbal and articulate than their Anglo peers. This is

due to a cultural, predisposition that has resulted in their being tracked by

the education system into positions that require minimal verbal interaction

'2(e.g., technicians, laboratory workers, research assistants, etc.).. This

_kind of tracking has effectively precluded. many fram reaching higher manage-

ment positions.

Where students' academic performance is below average, lack of English

may be a contributing factor. This was one of the implications of the Su-

preme Court ruling in Lau v Nichols in 1974. Many educators, however, contend

that language proficiency is only one element affecting education performance

among Asian and Pacific youngsters. Conflicts resulting from cultural dif-

ferences create major difficulties for Asian and Pacific American students

and have not been addressed in a comprTeasive way. Language proficiency is

viewed solely as a "language problem," and cultural influences on language



learning have not As yet been studied.

2. Self Concept Problems as an Expression of Cultural Conflict. Self
O

concept is a major mediating factor in the learning process. Acquiescence and

obedience are values stressed in Asian families and when students encounter

educational situations that emphaspe individualism and gregariousness, they

may develop internal doubts and frustrations. Inability to meet the expecta-

tions of their teachers and peers lead to feelings of lack of control which

can have serious consequences. (A case in point is the "Red Guard"-group in

California which,., during the 1960s, expressed their frustrations and feelings

of inadequacy through violence.)

3. °Cultural Conflict and the Rome Environment. The negative effects of

cultural confliCt manifest themselves in the home environment as well. Many

Asian youngsters find themselves torn between values expressed. in the schools

and in their own family traditions. When students express their individuality

in their homes, where parents expect unquestioning respect and obedience,

major disruptions occur. The strong family norms that they grew up relying on

begin to disintegrate in this type of environment.

Research has indicated that the suicide rate among Asian youngsters. is

high in the nation. Such emotional difficulties are obviously detrimental to

the students' educational experience and there is a need, therefore, to make

available cross-cultural counseling for these students. The number of Asian

counselors is alarmingly low and more are urgently needed. 3

4. Pbverty. In certain areas, such as Chinatown ghettos of New York City,

San Francisco, Los Angeles and Chicago, Asian Americans are faced with inade-

quate housing and employment. For students from these areas, it_is necessary

to provide appropriate vocational and career training to enable them to help

3
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meet their families' needs. The average income levels of most Asian groups are

lower than those of Anglo families.-
4

5. School Climate. It is evident that in order to improve the quality

of education for the native born Asian and Pacific American students, school

personnel must be more knowledgeable about the educational and cultural factors

that affect learnfrg among these students.

One of the major concerns voiced by many Asian parents'is the tracking

and stereotyping generated by teachers' and counselors' perceptions and ex-

pectatianr of Asian American students.
5

These students are often expected to

excel in math, science and music, which may create two kinds of negative con-

sequences. First, students may be limited to these areas and denied the op-

portunity to explore other avenues for careers and for individual expression.

Combined with their cultural predisposition to be reserved rather than out-

.

spoken, this type of tracking can lead to positions in employment that exclude

supervising, managing and policy making roles.

Second, for students whose capabilities do not meet the preconceived'ex-

pectations of their teachers or counselors, serious damage to self concept

can result. School counselors and instructional staff should be provided with

pres_trvice,and inservice training that will help them better understand these

students' culture and how to help them become active participants in the edu.-:

cational system -- rather than underprivileged, passive ones.

New Arrivals Since 1975

The influx of Indochinese refugee children since 1975 has obviously

affected educational practices in the United States. It came at the height Of

interest-in equal educational opportunity for national origin minority students

4



and will be the-real challenge of the 80s. The most important.question is:

"How can we best meet the special education needs of newly arrived Asian and

Pacific children and enhance their transition into American society ?" The

following section examines factors that affect learning among these children.

1. Langauge Barriers. All of the newly arriving students are limited

English proficient. However, many of the new arrivals may also be illiterate

or severel'- limited in literacy skills in their native language. We can

classify the new arrivals into four groups:

-t 0 Students who do not speak, understand, read or write any English and
who are illiterate in their native language as well.

o Students who do not speak, understand, read or write any English but
who are literate in their own language.

o Students who can speak and understand a minimal amount of English but
who are severely limited in writing skirls. They are literate in
their native language.

o Students who can speak and understand some oral English sad who read
with some accuracy. Their written skills (reading-and writing) are
greater than their oral skills. These students are literate in their
native language, and.may also have some knowledge of other languages,
e.g., French and7or Chinese. .

Most students wh6-:have recently arrived in this country are in the first

two categories. The English oral skills these students possess may depend on

the preparation they received in refugee camps. Earlier refugees, especially

those who were connected with the American presence in Vietnam, may have a

larger representation in the latter two categories. They may also.have some

French and/or Chinese language skills since at one time Vietnam was a French

possession, and many are of Chinese descent.

2. Family Structures. Many refugees are Buddhist, a religion that is

unfamiliar to most., Americans. Teachers and school curricula, therefore; are

not relevant to the students' religious experience and teachers and counselors



may not understand or accept the students' basic beliefs and customs.

4. School Climate. For many of the newly arrived students, the very

structure of the U.S. school system causes difficulties. In many cases, prob

lems occur in the context of the school climate, e.g., class schedules, verbal

interaction in an unfamiliar language, and the problem of relating to peers

who are physically, culturally and linguistidally different. Other problems

center around accomplishing the simple tasks which are expected during the

course of an ordinary school_ day._..__ Students may be misclassified and referred

to special education programs'for not being able to do simple tasks such as

holding a pencil, tying their shoes, or being able to use hygenic facilities.

For many of these students, pee shoes, toilets, etc., are new "techno

logical" tools of a society that is foreign to them.

Learning styles areanother area of difficulty. Many students have come

out of a society that stresses rote memorization, yet they are expected to

function within a school system that stresses analytic thinking. Other diffi

culties occur in the area of extra curricular activities. Asian parent& place

almost total value on the academic aspect of education., To them, athletics

means time away from academics: They may forbid their children to "waste time

and energy on unimportant things." The American school system places great

importante on extra curricular activities as part of the total education pro

gram and a student,may wish to participate in 'order to became more accepted by

his peers 7 but his parents may refuse.

Many of the difficulties described above may cause artificial separations

between newly arrived Asian students and their peers. If these and other

similar concerns are not dealt with in a cross cultural context, the students

and their parents may never effectively partictpatetn society and they will



stiffer from the irreparable damage that accompanies such isolation.

Special characteristics of students who are newly arrived from a war zone

also require careful consideration. Health related problems such as loss of

hearing, malnutrition, poor health care, etc., may require different types of

special education services.

5. Parent Involvement. To many Indochinese refugee parents, parent In-

volvement in education is totally unfamiliar. Education has always been per-

ceived by them to be the sole domain of school authorities. Parents are will-

ing to help their children at home but not to be directly involved in curricu-

lum planning as is called for by many school systems. Due tb their limited

language ability and lack of knowledge of American schools, most parents feel

inadequate to adivse schoolsz-on academic issues.

6. Poverty. Indochinese refugee students who do not live with adopted

American parents live with parents or relatives who are often on some form of.

public assistance. Some olear students have to work after school to help sur

port their families. Teachers have indicated that many of these students seem

to be tao tired to effectively participate in school activities. Many are re-
,

ceiving failing grades which is most upsetting to both students and parents.

Racial conflicts have taken place in several areas of the country due to

the fact that the Indochinese refugee population has to compete with other

ethnic minority groups for low income housing and jobs. Colorado has ex-

perienced such unfortunate incidents as have Texas and Calfornia. Many refu-

gee families are still feeling insecure and neglected, and it will take a long

time for the mental stress to go away. Many school aged children, especially

secondary students, feel out of place in American society.

`It is hoped that the federal government will learn from these people's

7



experience and help prepare for the needs of refugees before they arrive, An

important focus should be to help local communities and refugee groups work

together instead of working-against each other. To many refugees who have

been fighting for most of their lives, having to put up another fight for life

in a supposedly civilized country is indeed very discouraging.

7. Mobility and Settlement Patterns. The high mobility rate among

newly arrived Indochinese refugees is of special concern to educators. School

aged children have experienced serious interruptions of their education in

their homelands because of wars. However, disruptions have continued to occur

in this country since the need to reunite families, seek jobs and/or better

climates, etc., lead to high mobility rates. Interrupted education is a major

hindrance to academic achievement among these children and they must constantly

adjust, physically and psychologically, to new environments. They feel that

they do not "belong" to any place. School officials also have problems trying

to locate their past academic records since there is no retrieval system for

Indochinese refugee students. Replication of the Migrant Student Record Trans
:

fer System could greatly help in this area.

Many refugees settle in urban areas. This concentration allows for group

interaction, peer support and a sense of community. Because they have larger

numbers of refugee students, urban schools receive larger amoungs of funding

and are able to provide more adequate services than can small rural schools.

Thus, small groUps of refugees that have been settled in rural areas because

of the availability of local sponsors there, may suffer from problems related

to isolation, limited resources and a lack of community.

8



Current Capabilities of the Educational System

Many good things have happened since 1975. Public school personnel have

a

become much more aware of education issues raised by the influx of Asian refu-

gees. However, it is accurate to say that more indepth inservice training is

needed to prepare school staff to effectively respond to the growing needs of

educating newly arrived Indochinese students. The type of inservice that

gives school personnel insights into the cultural and linguistic factors that

affect students cognitively and affectively is particularly important.

1. Specific Educational Problems. All refugee languages are different

from the English language with regard to sound, structure and written forms.

Vietnamese and the 20-year-old HMong written language use the English alphabet.

TheLaotian and Cambodian languages use their own alphabets which are drasti-

cally different and which present-serious problems in the teaching an&learn-

ing of the English language, especially with respect toreading.and writing.

Students have first to learn the forms, sounds and distribution of the new

alphabet. Learning the oral language is also difficult since:students have to

transfer from a tonal system (native) to an intonation system (English).

` Research indicates that students read better in 'English if they-are first

taught to read in their nativejanguage.
6

The only group that may not' gain

from native language literacy training may be the Hmong. Their writing system,

invented less than 20 years ago, has diffidult components and is phonetically

different from English:

. 'N
Schools faced with the problem of placing refugee students have to decide

whether to place theM according to'their academic functian'(which is usually

low), or according to age-giade criteria.: Many of these students do not have,.
:If

9.
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10

school or birth records from their former countries. Physical appearance does

not facilitate placement since their stature is generally smaller than that of

their:peers.

After students are placed, grading is also a problem. Grades such as "A"

or "F" are meaningless to these students and neither is realistic, An "F"

obviously can do more harm than good. On the other hand, grading caly for

effort will not equip the student for life in society. It is unfortunate that

many school systems insist on giving out letter grades instead of using other

alternatives such as "satisfactory" or "unsatisfactory," "complete" or "in-

complete." More creative approaches to grading will be necessary.

Graduation is by far the most controversial issue in the education of

refugee students at the secondary level. To require the same skills and

credits as are required for non-refugee students appears to be unrealistic in

the short run and retention for more than two years is counter-productive.

Some compromise is necessary.

Again, it .should be iiientioned that the language barrier is not the only

cause of low academic achievement among refugee students. Poverty, culture

shock, lack of a sense of belonging, and a feeling of rejection also play an

important role in school performance. In cases where parents lack Engrish

skills, they become dependent on their children who have learned English- to

meet their survival needs. This has created a "role reversal" situation that

has shattered many families and children are sometimes perceived to be dis-

respectful for voicing their opinions or giving advice.

When there are severe persona] or family problems, the usual American

methods for providing help, such as counseling, are unworkable due to a cul-

tural belief among Asians that seeking counseling or,psychiatric help is:a

10



disgrace to the person and the family. Opening up oneself to a stranger is

unheard of among newly arrived Asians. Crmaat,..ently, it is difficult or im-

possible for counselors to intervene in serious personal or family problems.

2. Current Education. Programs for Newly Arrived Students.

English-as7a-Second Lz^guage (ESL). Under this program students are

removed from the regular classroom for a period of time (an average of two

hours daily) ft.:- Znglish language instruction. Teachers or tutors may or may

not be bilingual; some are certified, many are not. It is important to under-

stand that a gond ESL teacher does not have to be bilingual or know the lan-

guage or languages of the students in question -- but it is an asset if he/she

is bilingual or multilingual.

Secondary schools with a high impact of *refugee students have conducted

High Intensive Language Training (HILT) programs. These programs typically

provide a half day of English language instruction, daily, for three months.

The,success of an ESL program lies primarily on how well trained the ESL

staff is. A good ESL program must take into consideration the relevancy of

the English. language instruction, in ESL classes, to the content areas that

the student will be spending most of his or her time oh. For example, kinder-
,

garten and .fiist grade students will obviously need ESL with an emphasis on

.oral language development, more so than on reading and writing skills." At the

secondary level, when written language skills are more important for gradua-

tion requirements, the ESL priority should then emphasize reading-skills with

some develOpment of oral language -(survival skills). Graduation is an im-
11.

portant goal for these students.

Tutorial programs. These programs also involve the teaching of English.

However, they also include teaching basic concepts in school subject areas in



the student's dominant language or another language the student already

knows. (For example, a Vietnamese student may speak French as well as Viet-

npmPse and could receive subject matter icistruction in French while being

taught English.) The advantage of this type of program is that while learn-
.

img the English language, *-te student will not fall behind significantly in

academic areas.

Transitional bilingualoeducation programs. School districts that are

qualified for federally funded bilingual-education programs under Title VII

of th. Elementary and Secondary Education Act have conducted transitional

bilingual education programs primarily on a demonstration basis (e.g. Japanese

and Chinese programs in San Francisco, California, Hmcng programs in Providence,

Rhode Island and St. Paul, M±nnesot). Students in the program are tutored in

content areas in the language they understand while they are learning English.

Evaluation results are still unavailable, but evaluation results for bilingual

programs for other language groups, especially Spanish, are available and will

be discussed below.

Other. In the absence of trained ESL staff, tutor or bilingual para-

professionals, another effective means of meeting the needs'of limited English

speaking students is through the use of a "buddy system" or "peer tutoring."

Some fundamental training in both ESL techniques and basic tutoring techniques

can be provided for peer tutors. This altern'ative has become more popular among

school districts with a high impact of refugee students or small populations

of different language gioups -- but it also works well in small, isolated

areas where resources are scarce.

Peer tutors may.receive credit for tutoring, and some districts pay peer

tutors who do more intensive work with refugee students. Both types of stu-

x
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dents benefit from the prOcess; the refugees gain knowledge, better under-,

standing and an appreciation of their peers, while the American tutors gain

confidence and a sense of self-worth. It is a very humanistic process if well

designed and monitored.

3. Personnel and Related Concerns.

Shortage of trained ESL teachers, tutors and other personnel. Only a

few states offer an ESL certification program and it therefore unrealistic to

assume that certificated ESL teachers could be hired in all public school that

need them. There is also a limited supply of bilingual individuals who could

serve in transitional bilingual education programs. Refugees who are'bilingual

usually can find a job that pays much more than public schools can offer for

uncertificated personnel. ,Incentives should be provided to attract bilingual

individuals to assist in the education of limited-English-proficient Asian

youngsters. Temporary or provisional certification are also possible solutions.

Coordinatit cooperation and communication. In the 1980s, educators

must adopt the posture that "education is everyone's business." ESL or bi-

lingual professional and paraprofessional personnel alone cannot effectively

meet the needs of all limited-English-proficient students. Information must

be exchanged among language tutors and content area teachers as to how they

can best help students learn the English language and not fall behind in aca--

demic areas. New communication networks within and among school systems must

be developed.

Textbooks and materials. There'are very few materials available at

the present time that address the needs of newly arrived Asian students, and

most of them are for the Vietnamese population. Those that are available have

limited usefulness. Bilingual materials are, urgently needed in the form.of
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orientation packages, providing information an topics such as school culture,
.%

safety rules, and basic concepts in content areas. It is recommended that the

federal government contract with national material development and dissemina-

tion centers to produce and distribute such materials.

Current American textbooks often present Asian cultures in antiquated or

stereotyped ways. This creates misconceptimis that can lead to problems when

Vail-ican students interact with refugees..- Textbooks should be objective,
-

accurate and up to date.

Policy Makers and Decisions

As was noted earlier, statistics on the precise number, location and edu-

cation needs of Asian and Pacific Islanders are difficult to obtain. Their

accuracy is even more suspect. This is true both for recent immigrant groups

as well as for "older" groups. The U.S. Department of Education and state

education agencies have had enormous difficulties in estimating the number of

Indochinese children since the number grows daily and since there is a high

level of mobility-among recently arrived groups as they struggle to ad...ter_

their new country;

1. Program Options and Costs. Three major options seem to be open to

education agencies: bilingual programs, ESL or tutorial programs. An English

immersion approach, while possible, would be likely to be in violation of fed-

eral and state laws and does not appear to be educationally sound.

Cost per,.pupil data as well as evaluation data exist for bilingual pro-

grams and ESL programs in general. This available data may be extrapolated to

0
some extent for Asian students. For example, the state of Colorado has_a_man-

dated bilingual program, K-3. A cost analysis study done by the Intercultural

^ -



Development Research Association (IDRA)'on the Colorado program in 1977-78

arrived'at the following costs per pupil for a full time bilingual program;

(1) for an existing program, $280 per student for kindergarten and, for grades

.v1-12, $202-206 per student; and (2) for a beginning program, $323 per student

. for kindergarten and, for grades 1-12, $211-241 per student.
8

The Joint Budget Committee of the Colorado legislature did a cost analy-

sis of the actual expenditures per student for the 1977-78 school year.
9

The

-actual expenditure per student froi local, state and federal sources was

$265.39. 'Adjusting these figures for inflation, $300 per student seems a

likely cost figure for 1980. Studies done by IDRA in Texas and Utah came out

with similar costs. per student. 10

Therefore, it would seem that in the southwest, a cost of $300 per student

over and beyond the regular cost per student is efreasonable estimate. This

cost-per-student figure assumes the presence of some district-paid bilingual

teachers. If the entire teaching staff is English Monolingual, some addition-
.

al funds would be needed to hire bilingual team or resource teachers. This

will be particularly necessary for,language groups with small numbers of stu-

dents where little if any bilingual staff is available.

2. Evaluation Data. Hard evaluation data on the effectiveness of bi-

lingual and ESL programs are difficUleto Cbtain. The most comprehensive---

and controversial -- study was done by American Institutes for Research (AIR).

The studyproduced.mixed results with most of the criticism centering around

methodological,questions.11.

The Santa Fe school. system produced, a Angitudinal study showing the

effectiveness of bilingual-bicultural education. there,
12

and the state of Colo="

rado has, published statewide evaluations for 1977-78 and 1978-79.13 The re-
-

.e`

0
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suits were extremely favorable.

"Delay and Burti4 have published a summary of research findings on bi-

lingual-bicultural education, They report that one percent of -the programs

.evaluated produced negative findings, 58 perdent had positive findings, and

41 percent were neutral. They have also recently summarized evaluation re-
.

suits to date and, on the whole, found them favorable.
15

Troika has also

demonstrated the effectiveness of bilingual-bicultural education in a 1978

article for the National Clearinghouse.
16

That summary best highlights

the results so far: "the conclusion is reached that a quality bilingual edu-

cation program can be effective in meeting the needs of equal educational op-

portunity for minority language children."- Should educators extrapolate from

these conclusions and strive for bilingual-bicultural programs for Asians?

3: Structures. In varioui sections of this paper allusions to state and

federal programs have been made. Most of these provide some basic structures

or mechanisms for bilingual and/or ESL programs. Many districts have opera-

tionai well.

Present structures and mechanisms can be adapted to meet the needs of

'newly arriving groups since the experience gained in running bilingual or ESL

programs -with other language groups should be readily transferrable to newly

arriving groups. .The lack of certificated personnel with language skills in

the, native language group will be the most difficult obstacle to overcome.

Federal legislation in this-area (i.e., Title VII of the Elementary and

Secondary Education Att) is encouraging the institutionalization of programs

that,is, it enables districts to start programs with federal assistance

with the expectation that, within thiee to five years, the programs should be

completed supported by state/local resources.

16



'4. Laws, Policies and Resources, The most comprehensive federal thrust

will be the Lau regulations when they are finalized (after October 1980).

These regulations will clearly delineate the minimal responsibilities of local

education agencies with respect to.limited-English-proficient students. Since

these regulations are based on Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, no

federal funding is involved. K.

According to the preface to the proposed regulations: "Various states,

including California, Texas,. Colorado, and Massachusetts, have also enacted.

state laws requiring bilingual education programs These statutes, which

also provide state funds for bilingual education, vary widely in the nature

of the services they require and in the populations they serve."

Title VZI funds are. discretionary funds granted to districts that wish

to develop bilingual programs. Proposals are competitive and funds are

granted for a three-year period. to help school districts institutionalize

bilingual-bicultural education programs, The district, as noted above, is

expected to assume the costs for the program after three years,

Funds are also available under the provisions of Title I of the Elementary

and Secondary Education Act, The legislation provides that "children whose

primary or home language.is not Englith may also receive Title I services

although districts in that case would not have to prove an eligible child

could make substantial learning gains according to the supplement, not supplant,

section of the rules."
17

.Finally, the Indochinese Refugee Act provides funding to local education

agencies for Indochinese children who arrived in the United States after

January 1, 1977.
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